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Abstract
We study termination proofs in order to (i) determine computational complexity of programs and (ii)
generate eﬃcient programs from the complexity analysis. For this, we construct a termination ordering,
called light multiset path ordering (LMPO), which is a restriction of the multiset path ordering. We establish
that the class of ﬁrst order functional programs on lists which is terminating by LMPO characterises exactly
the functions computable in polynomial time.
 2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
1. Introduction
What is the complexity of a function computed by a program? How can an eﬃcient program
which computes the same function be extracted? We shall attempt to answer to those questions.
We consider ﬁrst order functional programs whose data structure are lists. The result is a syntactic
delineation of a signiﬁcative class of programs which deﬁnes exactly all functions running in
polynomial time. It is diﬃcult to ascribe a precise meaning to ‘‘signiﬁcative’’ because we are
dealing with intentional properties of programming languages. So, we mean a class of programs
containing algorithms which solve nontrivial problems naturally, as we shall try to illustrate in
Example 4.2. The result is based on an analysis of program termination proofs to determine an
approximation of the complexity of the computed function that we call the analysis of the implicit
complexity of a program. We shall see that the programs considered calculate in exponential time,
but denote polynomial time functions. For this, we combine termination orderings for term-re-
writing systems (see the survey of Dershowitz [8]) and the ramiﬁcation of recurrence schema
arising from the work of Simmons [18], Bellantoni and Cook [2], and Leivant [15]. A similar
approach, which replaces the above ramiﬁcation principle by a semantic argument, has been
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suggested by Marion and Moyen [16]. Compared to the analysis of the complexity of a program
like Benzingers prototype [3], this approach allows us to transform programs. The transformation
is based on dynamic programming methods which were developed ﬁrst by Cook [6] and gener-
alised by Andersen and Jones [1,12].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes functions computed by rewrite systems and
multiset path ordering. The construction of light multiset path orderings is given in Section 3. In
Section 4, the main result is presented in Theorem 18. The proof is established by Theorems 19
and 20. The proof of Theorem 20 is ﬁrst outlined and details are in Sections 5 and 6.
2. Programming with rewrite rules
2.1. Programs over many-sorted algebra
A signature is a pair (S;R) where S is a ﬁnite set of sorts (atomic types) and R is a vocabulary on
S. A vocabulary on S consists in a ﬁnite set of symbols. Every symbol in R has some ﬁxed arity n
and a type. The type of a symbol of arity 0 is a sort s of S. The type of a symbol of arity n > 0 is an
(nþ 1)-uplet of sorts of S that we write s1; . . . ; sn ! s.
Throughout, for every sort s 2 S there is a countably inﬁnite set vs of variables of sort s which is
disjoint from vocabularies. Put v ¼ Ss2S vs.
The set T ðR; vÞs is the set of freely generated terms of type s. The set of terms is T ðR; vÞ ¼S
s2S T ðR; vÞs. The set of ground terms of type s is denoted by T ðRÞs. The set of ground terms is
T ðRÞ ¼ Ss2S T ðRÞs. The set of variables in a term t is VarðtÞ 
 v. A ground substitution is a
mapping r from v to T ðRÞ, which respects type variables. The size, jtj, of a term t 2 T ðR; vÞ is the
number of symbols in t
jtj ¼ 1 if t is 0-ary or a variable;Pn
i¼1 jtij þ 1 if t ¼ f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ:

Deﬁnition 1. A program is a quadruplet hS; C;F ; Ei where
(a) S is a set of sorts.
(b) C is a vocabulary on S and symbols of C are called constructors.
(c) F is a vocabulary on S, disjoint of C, and symbols of F are of arity > 0 and are called function
symbols.
(d) E is a ﬁnite sequence of oriented equations. Every equation is of the form f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ ! t
where f 2 F is of type s1; . . . ; sn ! s, each ti 2 T ðC; vÞsi , t 2 T ðC [ F ; vÞs such that
FV ðtÞ 
 [i6 nVarðtiÞ.
The main function symbol is the last symbol deﬁned in E.
2.2. Semantics
Actually, a program hS; C;F ; Ei denotes a term rewriting system. The set of equations E induces
a rewriting rule ! deﬁned as follows: u ! v if the term v is obtained from u by applying an
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equation of E. The relation !þ (! ) denotes the transitive (reﬂexive-transitive) closure of !. We
write s!! t to mean that s! t and t is in normal form. A program is conﬂuent if the induced re-
writing rule ! is conﬂuent. One might consult [9] about general references on rewrite systems.
We give an operational semantics based on term rewriting. The domain of computation of a
program hS; C;F ; Ei is the term algebra deﬁned by the signature hS; Ci. The interpretation of the
sort s is the ground term algebra built on constructor terms; that is, sst ¼ T ðCÞs.
Deﬁnition 2. Let F be the main symbol of a conﬂuent program hS; C;F ; Ei of type s1; . . . ; sn ! s.
The function computed by hS; C;F ; Ei is sF t : ss1t     ssnt 7! sst which is deﬁned as follows.
For all ui 2 ssit; sF tðu1; . . . ; unÞ ¼ v iﬀ f ðu1; . . . ; unÞ!1 v and v 2 sst, otherwise sF tðu1; . . . ; unÞ is
undeﬁned.
Throughout, we shall only consider the normal forms, which are in T ðCÞ, as being meaningful.
Example 3. The following equations deﬁne the function which returns the minimum value in a list
of numbers. The sorts are S ¼ fNat; ListðNatÞg and constructors are C ¼ ð0 : Nat; suc :
Nat ! Nat; nil : ListðNatÞ; cons : Nat; ListðNatÞ ! ListðNatÞg.
inf : Nat;Nat ! Nat
infð0; yÞ ! 0
infðx; 0Þ ! 0
infðsucðxÞ; sucðyÞÞ ! sucðinfðx; yÞÞ
listInf : ListðNatÞ ! Nat
listInfðnilÞ ! 0
listInfðconsðn; lÞÞ ! infðn; listInfðlÞÞ
Putting n ¼ sucnð0Þ, we have sinftðn;mÞ ¼ minðn;mÞ. The program listInf denotes slistInft
ðconsðn1; . . . ; consðnp; nilÞÞÞ ¼ mini6 pðniÞ.
2.3. Multiset path ordering
Multiset path ordering (MPO) was introduced by Plaisted [17] and Dershowitz [7]. MPO be-
longs to the family of syntactic term orderings whose well-foundness stems on Kruskals tree
theorem [14].
We brieﬂy describe MPO. A multiset M of terms of T ðR; vÞ is a ﬁnite mapping
M : T ðR; vÞ 7! N which associates to each term t the number MðtÞ of terms t in M. Suppose that
T ðR; vÞ is ordered by . This ordering  induces an ordering m on term multisets.
Deﬁnition 4. M m N iﬀ M 6¼ N and for all s 2 T ðR; vÞ if MðsÞ > NðsÞ, then there is t 2 T ðR; vÞ
such that s  t and MðtÞ < NðtÞ.
Throughout, the subterm relation will be noted /. For example, we see that fsðxÞ; x; xg /m
fsðxÞ; sðxÞ; xg.
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Let R be an ordering on R and R be an equivalence relation on R which respects symbol
arities. Then, we say that the quasi-ordering R deﬁned by R [ R is a precedence on R.
From R, we deﬁne the permutative congruence  as the smallest equivalence relation on
terms which satisﬁed f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ  gðs1; . . . ; snÞ if f R g and ti SpðiÞ for some permutation p
over f1; . . . ; ng.
Deﬁnition 5. Let R be a precedence on the signature R. The multiset path ordering mpo is
deﬁned recursively by
1. s mpo f ð. . . ; ti; . . .Þ, if s mpo ti
2. gðs1; . . . ; smÞ mpo f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ if
(a) either g R f and si mpo f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ for all i6m,
(b) or g R f and fs1; . . . ; smg mmpo ft1; . . . ; tng,
where mpo¼mpo [ .
A program hS; C;F ; Ei is terminating by MPO if there is a precedence on C [ F such that for
each equation l ! r of E, we have r mpo l. Notice that we do take into account the types of terms
to prove termination.
Hofbauer has shown in [10] that the class of functions computed by a conﬂuent program which
is terminated by MPO is exactly the class of the primitive recursive functions.
Example 6. The following program computes the exponential and terminates by
MPO.d : Nat ! Nat and sdtðnÞ ¼ 2  n
dð0Þ ! 0
dðsucðxÞÞ ! sucðsucðdðxÞÞÞ
exp : Nat ! Nat and sexptðnÞ ¼ 2n
expð0Þ ! sucð0Þ
expðsucðxÞÞ ! dðexpðxÞÞ
3. Light multiset path ordering
3.1. Valency and extension of orderings to n-uplets
The deﬁnition of a light multiset path ordering makes use of the notion of valency to restrict
MPO.
Deﬁnition 7. A valency of a function symbol f of arity n is a mapping vðf Þ : f1; . . . ; ng 7!
f0; 1g.
We shall write f ð. . . ; ti; . . .Þ to mean that the term ti occurs at position i in f, which is a position
of valency vðf ; iÞ.
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The valency of a function symbol f indicates how to compare arguments of f. More precisely, it
indicates ﬁrst how to compare n-uplets of arguments and secondhow to compare an argumentwith a
term by giving the ability of combining several term orderings. Thus, valencies generalise the notion
of status as proposed by Kamin and Levy [13] in the following way. The status of function symbols
allow one to compare f ðs1; . . . ; snÞ with f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ by lifting the term ordering to an ordering on
sequences of termswhich depends on f. The notion of valency extends this idea to the casewhere root
symbols are diﬀerent Throughout, we shall assign valencies to the function symbols F , but we shall
never assign valencies to constructors of C. Constructors of C will be always treated separately.
Deﬁnition 8. Let v be a valency function on F . A permutation p over f1; . . . ; ng respects the
valency of f and g if the arity of f and g is n and vðg; iÞ ¼ vðf ;pðiÞÞ for all i6 n.
Deﬁnition 9. Let 0 and 1 be two term orderings. These orderings are lifted to an ordering
over n-uplets of terms which respects the valency function v on F as follows.
fs1; . . . ; sng vg;f ft1; . . . ; tng iﬀ there is a permutation p which respects the valency of f and g and
which satisﬁes that there is j6 n such that vðg; jÞ ¼ 1 and sj 1 tpðjÞ, and for all i6 n, si vðg;iÞ tpðiÞ.
The above ordering on n-uplets of terms is a restriction of the multiset ordering, as deﬁned in
Deﬁnition 4, induced by the transitive closure of 1 [ 0.
Deﬁnition 10. Let F be an equivalence relation on F . The permutative congruence  which re-
spects the valency v is the smallest equivalence relation on terms of T ðC [ F ; vÞ which satisﬁes:
1. cðs1; . . . ; snÞ  cðt1; . . . ; tnÞ if c 2 C and si  ti for all i6 n.
2. f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ  gðs1; . . . ; snÞ if f F g; ti  spðiÞ for some permutation p which respects the va-
lency of f and g.
Deﬁnition 11. Let F be a precedence on F . The light multiset path ordering is a pair ðkÞk¼0;1 of
orderings which is recursively deﬁned on T ðC [ F ; vÞ as follows:
1. s k cð. . . ; ti; . . .Þ if s k ti and c 2 C.
2. s k f ð. . . ; ti; . . .Þ if s k ti; f 2 F , and k6 vðf ; iÞ.
3. cðs1; . . . ; snÞ k f ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ if c 2 C; f 2 F , and si k f ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ, for each i6 n. Note that c
can be a 0-ary.
4. gðs1; . . . ; snÞ k f ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ if (g F f ) and if si maxðk;vðg;iÞÞ f ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ for each i6 n.
5. gðs1; . . . ; snÞ 0 f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ if g F f and fs1; . . . ; sng vg;f ft1; . . . ; tng,
where k ¼ k [ .
3.2. Properties
Proposition 12.
(a) 0 is an extension of 1; that is, s 1 t implies s 0 t.
(b) The multiset path ordering mpo is an extension of 0; that is, s 0 t implies s mpo t.
Proof. Each rule of 1 is a rule of 0. By forgetting function symbol valencies, we also see that
each rule of 0 is also a rule of mpo. 
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Lemma 13. The relation ðiÞi¼0;1 is a partial ordering.
Proof. Since mpo is an extension of i, we immediately see that i is irreﬂexive.
The transitivity of i is tedious to demonstrate. So, we just outline the key steps of the proof.
Assume that s k t. We have the following:
1. If s ¼ cðs1; . . . ; snÞ and c 2 C, then for each i6 n; si k t.
2. If s ¼ gðs1; . . . ; snÞ and g 2 F , then for each i6 n; si maxðk;v;ðg;iÞÞ t.
3. If c 2 C, then s k cð. . . ; t; . . .Þ.
4. If vðf ; iÞ ¼ k, then s k f ð. . . ; t; . . .Þ. where t is the ith argument of f.
We prove these four assertions by a mutual induction on jsj þ jtj. From then on, we can prove
the transitivity of i again by induction on jsj þ jtj. 
Neither 1 nor 0 is a total ordering. They are not simpliﬁcation orderings because they are not
monotonic. However, note that 0 is monotonic with respect to the argument of valency 1; i.e.,
si 1 ti implies f ð. . . ; si; . . .Þ 0 f ð. . . ; ti; . . .Þ if vðf ; iÞ ¼ 1. Also 0 possesses the subterm property;
that is, t 0 f ð. . . ; t; . . .Þ.
Proposition 14. Let s and t be two terms of T ðCÞ. We have s 1 t iff s 0 t iff s E t.
Proof. (1) s 1 t implies s 0 t by Proposition 12. (2) To prove that s 0 t implies s E t we proceed
by induction on jtj. But ﬁrst observe that s  t is equivalent to s ¼ t by Deﬁnition 10. Otherwise
s 0 t ¼ cðt0; . . . ; tnÞ, necessarily s 0 tj, and so s E tj / t. (3) s E t implies s 0 t is proved by
induction on jtj. 
4. Characterisation of ptime
4.1. LMPO programs
Deﬁnition 15. A LMPO program is a sextuple hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi, where hS; C;F ; Ei is a conﬂuent
program, v is a valency function on F , F is a precedence on F , and such that the induced or-
dering 0 satisﬁes for each rule l ! r; r 0 l.
Termination of LMPO programs is obtained by the fact that the term ordering 0 is a re-
striction of mpo, and so the rewrite relation of a LMPO program is well founded.
4.2. Examples
We shall now give several examples. This example shows that the class of LMPO programs
encapsulates a broad class of algorithmic patterns.
For the sake of readability, we write the termination proof in sequent style. On the right, we
note the rule number which is applied, following Deﬁnition 11. Also, we write in subscript the
valency of arguments of a function symbol in the declaration of its type. Last we use a notational
convention similar to that of [2] and write f ðx1; . . . ; xn; y1; . . . ; ymÞ, with a semicolon separating two
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lists of arguments, to indicate that vðf ; iÞ ¼ 1 for i 2 f1; . . . ; ng and vðf ; nþ jÞ ¼ 0 for
j 2 f1; . . . ;mg.
1. The program displayed in Example 3 is a LMPO program where valencies are set as
vðinf; 1Þ ¼ 1, vðinf; 2Þ ¼ 0, vðlistInf; 1Þ ¼ 1. The precedence is inf F listInf. The two ﬁrst equa-
tions are ordered because 0 possesses the subterm properties. The termination proof of the third
one is:
The fourth equation is a special case of (3). The termination proof of the last equation is carried
out as follows.
The program inf computes the minimum of two integers n and m, written in unary, within
Oðminðn;mÞÞ steps. So inf is the ‘‘good’’ algorithms for the function sinft. Colson has demon-
strated in [5] that if we consider the class of programs deﬁned by means of strict primitive re-
cursion, then the function sinft is obviously deﬁnable but not with a ‘‘good’’ algorithm. In
particular, this implies that the characterization of the polynomial time functions of Bellantoni
and Cook [2] does not comprise a ‘‘good’’ algorithm for sinft, due to the absence of simultaneous
recursion is that class.
2. Given a list list of type List(Nat), sort(list, length(list);) returns the list sorted. The algorithm
is the insertion sort. The sort bool, with (tt: bool, ﬀ: bool) as a constructor set, denotes the truth
values.
if then else : bool0;Nat0;Nat0 ! Nat
if tt then x else y ! x
if ff then x else y ! y
<: Nat1;Nat0 ! bool
0 < sucðyÞ ! tt
x < 0! ff
sucðxÞ < sucðyÞ ! x < y
length : ListðNatÞ1 ! Nat
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lengthðnilÞ ! 0
lengthðconsða; lÞÞ ! sucðlengthðlÞÞ
insert : Nat1;Nat1; ListðNatÞ0 ! ListðNatÞ
insertð0; a; lÞ ! consða; lÞ
insertðsucðnÞ; a; consðb; lÞÞ ! if a < b then consða; consðb; lÞÞ
else consðb; insertðn; a; lÞÞ
sort : ListðNatÞ1;Nat1 ! ListðNatÞ
sortðnil; 0; Þ ! nil
sortðconsða; lÞ; sucðnÞ; Þ ! insertðn; a; sortðl; n; ÞÞ
Put if then else F < F insert F sort. Then, each equation is ordered by 0. Take, for
example, the last equation,
where T ¼ sortðconsða; lÞ; sucðnÞ; Þ The extra parameter in sort which denotes the length of
the list is necessary because it comes from banning the use of critical arguments such as
sortðl; n; Þ as recurrence parameters. Hofmann [11] allows deﬁnition by recurrence over a
nonincreasing function by deﬁning a type system which counts constructor applications.
Also, Caseiro [4] has designed some semantic conditions on term rewriting systems to permit
such recursion.
3. In Example 6, the exponential function was deﬁned. The rules concerning d are ordered by
0. In particular, the second rule forces the valency of d to be 1. As a consequence, the fourth rule
cannot be ordered by 0 because expðxÞ expðsucðxÞÞ.
4. Given two strings u ¼ u1; . . . ; um and v ¼ v1; . . . ; vn of {0,1}*, a common subsequence of
length k is deﬁned by two sequences of indices i1 <    < ik and j1 <    < jk satisfying uiq ¼ vjq .
Consider the well-known problem which consists of computing the longest common subsequence
of two words. To write a LMPO program to solve this problem, we encode binary words by the
sort word generated by the constructors { : word, 1 : word ! word, 2 : word ! word}. Then we
write the recursive solution of the problem.
max : word1;Nat0;Nat0 ! Nat
maxðx; n; 0Þ ! n
maxðx; 0;mÞ ! m
maxðiðxÞ; sucðnÞ; sucðmÞÞ ! sucðmaxðx; n;mÞÞ i 2 f1; 2g
lcs : word1;word1 ! word
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lcsðx; ; Þ ! 0
lcsð; y; Þ ! 0
lcsðiðxÞ; iðyÞ; Þ ! sucðlcsðx; y; ÞÞ
lcsðiðxÞ; jðyÞ; Þ ! maxðiðxÞ; lcsðx; jðyÞ; Þ; lcsðiðxÞ; y; ÞÞ i 6¼ j
The program is ordered by 0 by putting max F lcs.
The recursive deﬁnition of slcst has an exponential growth. In particular, this means that the
normal form is obtained within an exponential number of term reductions. In fact, each recursive
solution of a problem which is solved in polynomial time by dynamic programming, and which is
ordered by MPO, might be analysed similarly.
4.3. Simple constructor sets
Deﬁnition 16. A signature hS; Ci is simple if for every constructor c of type s1; . . . ; sn ! s, the sort
s appears at most once in s1; . . . ; sn.
Therefore, the sort s appears at most once in {s1; . . . ; sn}. Throughout, we shall consider
programs which run over a data-structure based on simple constructor signatures. Booleans
(bool), tally numbers (Nat), words (e.g., word), and lists (e.g., List(Nat)) are simple constructor
signatures. However, trees are not generated by simple constructor sets because a constructor of
type Btree Btree ! Btree is at least necessary.
The main motivation behind the introduction of simple constructors is that the size of a
term is polynomially bounded in its height The height, htðtÞ, of a term t 2 T ðCÞ is deﬁned
thus
htðtÞ ¼ 1 if t is a 0-ary constructor;
maxni¼1 htðtiÞ þ 1 if t ¼ cðt1; . . . ; tnÞ:

Proposition 17. Let hS; Ci be a simple signature and d be the maximal arity of a constructor of C. For
each term t 2 T ðCÞ whose type is of level k, we have jtj6 dk  htðtÞkþ1.
Proof. The proof goes by induction on the level of the sort and on the size of the term. Suppose
that the level is 0. Each constructor is at most unary, and so jtj6 htðtÞ. Suppose that
t ¼ cðt1; . . . ; tnÞ and is of level k þ 1. Since the signature is simple, we know that there is at most
one subterm tp which is of level k þ 1. From the inductions hypothesis, we have
jtj6 1þPi6¼p dk1  htðtiÞk þ dk  htðtpÞkþ1. Since n6 d, we have jtj6 1þ dk maxi6 n htðtiÞkþ1. The
conclusion follows because htðtiÞ < htðtÞ. 
4.4. Main result
The notion of valency is a generalisation of the idea of data-tiering, as in [2] and [15]. This
diﬀers principally from the tiering-systems considered up to now in the following respects.
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Constructors have no valency, i.e., are not tiered, and the notion of valency is applied to the
analyses of a broader class of programs.
Theorem 18. Each LMPO program over a simple constructor signature is computable in polynomial
time, and conversely each polynomial time function is computed by a LMPO program over a simple
constructor signature.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems 19 and 20. 
Theorem 19. Each function / computable in polynomial time is represented by a LMPO program.
Proof.We represent each function of the class B, as it was introduced in [2], by a LMPO program.
Then, the desired conclusion will follow immediately because the class B is exactly the class of
polynomial time computable functions. The domain is represented by the sort word. The positions
of normal inputs will be of valency 1, and the positions of safe inputs will be of valency 0. Each
initial function and schema of the class B is straightforwardly simulable by a LMPO program. For
example, take the safe recursion schema:
f : word1;word1;word0 ! word
f ð; x; aÞ ! gðx; aÞ
f ðiðyÞ; x; aÞ ! hiðy; x; a; f ðy; x; aÞÞ
By putting g; h0; h1 F f , we check that hiðy; x; a; f ðy; x; aÞÞ 0 f ðiðyÞ; x; aÞ, because
y; x 1 f ðiðyÞ; x; aÞ and f ðy; x; aÞ 0 f ðiðyÞ; x; aÞ.
So, for each B function / : Nn Nm 7! N, we can write a program of LMPO such that
8u1; . . . ; un; v1; . . . ; vm 2 T (word), we have
sðsf ðu1; . . . ; un; v1; . . . ; vmÞtÞ ¼ /ðsðu1Þ; . . . ; sðunÞ; sðv1Þ; . . . ; sðvmÞÞ;
where sðÞ ¼ 0 and sðiðxÞÞ ¼ 2xþ i. 
Theorem 20. Let hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi be a LMPO program of the main symbol F. For all inputs
a1; . . . ; ar 2 T ðCÞ, the computation of sF ða1; . . . ; arÞt is time bounded by pðmaxi6 r jaijÞ where p is
some polynomial.
Proof. The next sections are devoted to the theorems proof. The diﬃculty to calculate a LMPO
program is illustrated by Example 4.2(4). Indeed, the length of term derivations as well as the
size of terms involved can be exponential in the size of arguments. We design a call-by-value
evaluation procedure which memorises values of subcomputations. This is described in Section
6. The algorithm is similar to that used by Jones in [12] to show that a class of read-only
programs with while-loop and recursion is computable in polynomial time. The argument is a
rereading of Cooks simulation [6] of two-way multihead pushdown automata in polynomial
time. The evaluation procedure transforms a program based on rewrite rules into a faster and
equivalent one.
The time bound is obtained by two arguments. First, we provide in Section 5 a quasi-
polynomial interpretation on the height of terms involved in a derivation. Since the height and
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the size of simple constructors are polynomially bounded, we obtain that the size of normal
form is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the inputs (Theorem 30). But, this upper-
bound is not suﬃcient to prove the time bound. Second, at the end of Section 6, we establish
that the number of recursive calls is also bounded by a polynomial in the size of the argu-
ments. 
5. Bounding normal form size
Fix a program hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi. Without loss of generality, we assume that F is total.
Deﬁne F 1; . . .F k as the partition of F determined by F such that g 2 F q and f 2 F qþ1 iﬀ
g F f , and f F g iﬀ f and g are in F q. We say that if f is in F q, then f is of rank q.
Intuitively, we consider constructors as symbols of rank 0. We write #S to denote the cardinal
of the set S.
5.1. A polynomial interpretation of terms
We deﬁne a sequence of polynomials parameterised by some constant d P 2 as follows,
F0ðX Þ ¼ Xd ; ð1Þ
Fkþ1ðX Þ ¼ F dk ðX Þ; ð2Þ
where F ak ðX Þ means a iterations of Fk, i.e., Fkð. . . ðFkðX ÞÞ . . .Þ. Throughout, d will stand for the
parameter which defined the sequence ðFkÞ and d P 2.
Deﬁnition 21. The interpretation [ ] is deﬁned on T ðC [ FÞ as follows:
• ½b ¼ d for every 0-ary constant b of C.
• ½cðt1; . . . ; tnÞ ¼ maxi6 n½ti þ d for every constructor c of C.
• ½f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ ¼ Fkþ1ðmaxðd;
P
vðf ;pÞ¼1½tpÞÞ þmaxvðf ;iÞ¼0½ti, for every f 2 F of rank k þ 1.
Remark 22. ½f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ ¼ Fkþ1ð
P
vðf ;pÞ¼1½tpÞ þmaxvðf ;iÞ¼0½ti if f has at least one argument of
valence 1. Otherwise, if f has no argument of valence 1, then ½f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ ¼ Fkþ1ðdÞþ
maxvðf ;iÞ¼0½ti.
It is immediate to see from Deﬁnition 10 that if s  t then ½s ¼ ½t. Also, we have htðtÞ6 ½t, for
each term t.
5.2. Properties of Fk
We study some properties on the sequence (Fk) that we shall use as lemmas.
Proposition 23. For all X, k, and d,
1. FkðX Þ ¼ Xdd
k
2. F akþ1ðX Þ ¼ F adk ðX Þ
3. For all j6 k and X 6 Y , we have X 6 FjðX Þ6 FkðY Þ.
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Proof. (1) and (2) are proved by showing by induction on (k; a) that we have F ak ðX Þ ¼ Xd
adk
. (3) is
a consequence of (1). 
Proposition 24. For all k, and d P 2, we have
1. For all X P d and a; b > 0; F ak ðX Þ þ F bk ðX Þ6 F aþbk ðX Þ
2. For all X and a < d; F ak ðX þ 1Þ þ Fkþ1ðX Þ6 Fkþ1ðX þ 1Þ.
Proof. (1) By induction on k. Case k ¼ 0; assume that a P b. We have Xda þ Xdb 6 2:Xda 6Xdðaþ1Þ
because X P d, and so 6XdðaþbÞ . Case k < 0,
F akþ1ðX Þ þ F bkþ1ðX Þ ¼ F dak ðX Þ þ F dbk ðX Þ ðby Proposition 23ð2ÞÞ
6 F dðaþbÞk ðX Þ ðby induction hypothesisÞ
¼ F aþbkþ1 ðX Þ ðby Proposition ð23ð2ÞÞ:
(2) Assume that c < b; we have ðX þ 1Þc þ X b6 ðX þ 1Þb, because ðX þ 1Þb ¼
ðX þ 1ÞðX þ 1Þb1 PX b þ ðX þ 1Þb1. Since a < d, we have ddka < ddkþ1 . We conclude by replac-
ing c by dd
ka and b by dd
kþ1
in the former inequality. 
5.3. Bounding theorem
Lemma 25. Let s and t ¼ f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ be two terms of T ðC [ F ; vÞ such that VarðsÞ 
 VarðtÞ and
s 1 t.
Assume also that for all q6 n and for all terms u, if u 1 tq then for each ground substitution
r; ½ur6 ½tqr.
Take a ground substitution r. Then, ½sr6 F jsjk ðAÞ where f is a function symbol of rank k þ 1 and
A ¼ maxðd;Pv;ðf ;qÞ¼1½tqrÞ.
Proof. The proof is by inductions on jsj.
Assume jsj ¼ 1. Suppose that s is a 0-ary constructor of C. We have ½sr ¼ d 6A6 FkðAÞ by
Proposition 23(3). Suppose that s is a variable of v. Since s 1 t, it is necessary that s 1 tq, for
some q satisfying vðf ; qÞ ¼ 1 and s 2 VarðtqÞ. By the hypothesis of the lemma, ½sr6 ½tqr6A. So,
½sr6 FkðAÞ by Proposition 23(3).
Assume jsj > 1. Suppose that s 1 tq and that vðf ; qÞ ¼ 1. By the hypothesis of the lemma,
½sr6 ½tqr6A. Hence, ½sr6 FkðAÞ by Proposition 23(3). Suppose that s ¼ cðs1; . . . ; smÞ where
c 2 C and that for each p6m; sp 1 t.
½sr6 max
p6m
F jsp jðAÞ þ d ðby induction hypothesisÞ
6 max
p6m
F jsp jðAÞ þ FkðAÞ ðd 6A6 FkðAÞÞ
6 F 1
P
p6m jsp jðAÞ ðby Proposition 24ð1ÞÞ:
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Suppose that s ¼ fqðs1; . . . ; smÞ where fq is a function symbol of F of rank q6 k. For each p6m,
s 1 t. We have
½sr6 Fq
X
p6m
½spr
 !
ðby definition of ½ Þ
6 Fq
X
p6m
F jsp jk ðAÞ
 !
ðby induction hypothesisÞ
6 Fq F
P
p6m jsp j
k ðAÞ
 
ðby Proposition 24ð1ÞÞ
6 F jsjk ðAÞ ðby Proposition 23ð3ÞÞ: 
Lemma 26. Let s and t ¼ f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ be two terms of T ðC [ F ; vÞ such that VarðsÞ 
 VarðtÞ.
Suppose that s 0 t.
Assume also, that for all j6 n and all terms u, if u 0 tj then for each ground substitution r,
½ur < ½tjr.
Take a ground substitution r. We have
½sr6 F jsjk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ B; ð3Þ
where A ¼ maxðd;Pv;ðf ;qÞ¼1½tqÞ, B ¼ maxvðf ;jÞ¼0½tjr, and f is a function symbol of rank
k þ 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on jsj.
Assume jsj ¼ 1. Suppose that s is the 0-ary constructor of C. Since ½sr ¼ d 6A, so (3) holds.
Suppose that s is a variable. Since s 0 t, it is necessary that s 0 tj for some j such that s 2 VarðtjÞ.
By the hypothesis of the lemma, ½sr6 ½tjr6Aþ B, so (3) holds.
Assume jsj > 1. Suppose that s 0 tj for some j. By the lemma assumptions, we have
½sr6 ½tjr6Aþ B, so (3) holds. Suppose that s ¼ cðs1; . . . ; smÞ where c 2 C and that for each
i6m; si 0 t. We have
½s6 max
p6m
F jsp jk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ Bþ d ðby induction hypothesisÞ
6 max
p6m
F jsp jk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ Bþ FkðAÞ ðd 6A6 FkðAÞÞ
6 F jsjk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ B ðby Proposition 24ð1ÞÞ:
Suppose that s ¼ fqðs1; . . . ; sm where fq 2 F is of rank q6 k and that for each i6m, si vðfq;iÞ t. We
can apply Lemma 25 because of the lemma assumptions and because 0 is an extension of 1 by
Proposition 12(a). So, for each p such that vðfq; pÞ ¼ 1, we have ½spr6 F jsp jk ðAÞ. So, we have
maxðd;Pvðfq;pÞ¼1½sprÞ6 Pvðfq;pÞ¼1 F jsp jk ðAÞ. It follows
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Fq max d;
X
vðfq;pÞ¼1
½spr
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A6 Fq X
vðfq;pÞ¼1
F jsp jk ðAÞ
0
@
1
A by 23ð3Þ
6 Fq
X
vðfq;pÞ¼1
F jsp jk ðAÞ
0
@
1
A ðAP dÞ
6 Fq F
P
vðfq ;pÞ¼1
jsp j
k ðAÞ
 
ðby Proposition 24ð1ÞÞ
6 F
1þ
P
vðfq ;pÞ¼1
jsp j
k ðAÞ ðby Proposition 23ð3ÞÞ:
By deﬁnition, ½sr ¼ Fqðmaxðd;
P
vðfq;pÞ¼1½sprÞÞ þmaxvðfq;iÞ¼0½sir. By replacing with the above
inequality, we have
½sr6 F
1þ
P
vðfq ;pÞ¼1
jsp j
k ðAÞ þ max
vðfq;iÞ¼0
½sir:
Now, by induction hypothesis on arguments of valence 0,
½sr6 F
1þ
P
vðfq ;pÞ¼1
jsp j
k ðAÞ þ max
vðfq;iÞ¼0
F jsijk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ B:
By Proposition 24(1), we see that
F
1þ
P
vðfq ;pÞ¼1
jsp j
k ðAÞ þ max
vðfq;iÞ¼0
F jsijk ðAÞ6 F jsjk ðAÞ
and so we obtain the inequality (3). Suppose that s ¼ gðs1; . . . ; smÞ where g R f . Necessarily,
there is a permutation p such that si v;ðg;iÞ tpðiÞ and vðg; iÞ ¼ vðf ;pðiÞÞ. The lemma assumptions
yield ½sir6 ½tpðiÞr. Moreover, there is p such that vðg; pÞ ¼ 1 and sp 1 tpðpÞ. It follows by the
lemma assumptions that ½spr < ½tpðpÞr. Consequently,
P
vðg;pÞ¼1ð½sprÞ <
P
vðf ;qÞ¼1ð½tqrÞ ¼ A. SoP
vðg;pÞ¼1ð½sprÞ6A 1. We obtain that ½sr6 Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ B. 
Theorem 27. Let s and t be two terms of T ðC [ F ; vÞ such that jsj < d and s 0 t. Then, for every
ground substitution r, ½sr < ½tr.
Proof.The proof goes by induction on jtj. Suppose that t ¼ cðt1; . . . ; tnÞwhere c is a constructor of C.
We have s 0 tq. So ½sr6 ½tqr by induction hypothesis. Then, it is immediate that
½sr < maxq6 n½tqr þ d. Suppose that t ¼ f ðt1; . . . ; tnÞwhere f is of rank k þ 1. We can apply Lemma
26 by induction hypothesis. As previously, we put A ¼ maxðd;Pvðf ;qÞ¼1½tqÞ and B ¼ maxvðf ;jÞ¼0½tjr.
So, we obtain ½sr6 F jsjk ðAÞ þ Fkþ1ðA 1Þ þ B. By Proposition 24(2), we have F jsjk ðAÞþ
Fkþ1ðA 1Þ < Fkþ1ðAÞ. Therefore, we conclude ½sr < Fkþ1ðAÞ þ B ¼ ½fkþ1ðt1; . . . ; tnÞr. 
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5.4. Quasi-interpretation of derivations
Lemma 28. If ½s6 ½t then ½f ð. . . ; s; . . .Þ6 ½f ð. . . ; t; . . .Þ.
Theorem 29. Let hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi be a LMPO program. For each t; s 2 T ðC [ FÞ satisfying
t ! s, we have ½s6 ½t.
Proof. Choose d in the interpretation [ ] such that for each rule l ! r, we have d > jrj. The
proof is by induction on the length of the derivation by applying Lemma 28 and Theorem
27. 
Corollary 30. Let hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi be a LMPO program. For each f in F and each v0; . . . ; vn in
T ðCÞ, satisfying f ðv1; . . . ; vnÞ !! v0, we have jv0j6 pðmaxi¼1;n jvijÞ for some polynomial p.
Proof. The deﬁnition of [ ] yields a polynomial q such that ½f ðv1; . . . ; vnÞ6 qðmaxi6 n½viÞ. The
theorem above yields ½v06 pðmaxi6 n½viÞ. Now htðv0Þ6 ½v0. By Proposition 17, we conclude that
jv0j  pðmaxi6 n jvijÞ, for some polynomial p. 
6. LMPO programs are ptime computable
We describe the evaluation procedure EVAL of LMPO programs. Fix a LMPO program
(S; C;F ; E; v;F ). EVAL (t; r) returns the normal form in T ðCÞ of tr, where t 2 T ðC [ S; vÞ and r
is a store. A store is an assignation of the variables of t to a, value in T ðCÞ.
The computation of EVAL uses a global array G, called a minimal function graph (MFC)
following the terminology of [12, Chap. 24.2] which is deﬁned as follows. Say that a conﬁguration
is a couple (gðu1; . . . ; unÞ; v) where g is a function symbol of F , each ui, is a constructor term of
T ðCÞ, and which satisﬁes gðu1; . . . ; unÞ!! vÞ. A MFG is a set which contains conﬁgurations. The
MFG G stores intermediate results to avoid costly recomputation.
The procedure EVAL works as follows. Initially the MFC G is empty. The procedure EVAL(t;r)
computes tr by call-by-value. When a term t ¼ gðu1; . . . ; unÞ is considered where each uir is in
T ðCÞ, we search for a conﬁguration (gðu1; . . . ; unÞr; v) in G. If it exists, we use it to short-cut the
computation and so we return v. Otherwise, we apply a program equation, say l ! r, by matching
gðu1; . . . ; unÞ with l through a store h. Then we recursively compute v ¼ Evalðr; hÞ and we add the
conﬁguration ðgðu1; . . . ; unÞr; vÞ to G. The coherence of G is maintained since gðu1; . . . ; unÞ
r!þ rh!! v. The procedure EVAL is detailed in Fig. 1.
It remains to estimate the time required by EVAL. We shall ﬁrst establish that the size of G is
polynomially bounded in the size of the input argument. Deﬁne Gp as the set of n-uplets of T ðCÞ
terms which are the arguments of function calls of rank p. That is, ðu1; . . . ; unÞ 2 Gp iﬀ
ðgðu1; . . . ; unÞ; vÞ 2 G and the rank of g is p. We have
#G6
X
16 p6 k
#Gp; ð4Þ
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where k is the maximal rank of the function symbols in F .
To give an upper-bound on #Gp, we deﬁne, recursively on p, two sets G_p and G
^
p thus. Consider
the computation EVALðr; hÞ which is executed after applying the rule l ! r with the store h.
Suppose that lh ¼ f ðv1; . . . ; vmÞ. Note that vi 2 T ðCÞ. Take a subterm gðu1; . . . ; unÞ of rh where g is
of rank p. We consider consider two cases.
(i) If the rank of f is strictly greater than p, then ðu01; . . . ; u0nÞ 2 G_p where ui!
!
u0i for each i < n. It
follows that the cardinality of G_p is bounded by
#G_p 6
X
p<i6 k
#Gi: ð5Þ
(ii) Otherwise g and f are both of rank p; i.e., g  f and so n ¼ m. Since gðu1; . . . ; unÞ 0
f ðv1; . . . ; vn, there is a permutationp such that ui vðg;iÞ vpðiÞ. It follows fromProposition 14 that ui is a
subterm of vpðiÞ; i.e., ui E vpðiÞ. Hence, we write (u1; . . . ; unÞ Em ðv1; . . . ; vnÞ. (In fact, Em is the ex-
tension of E as deﬁned in 9.) We put (u1; . . . ; unÞ 2 G^p :
The former observation means that all subcomputations of the rank p involved in the com-
putation of f ðv1; . . . ; vnÞ have arguments which are subterms of the vis and so belong to
Iðv1; . . . ; vnÞ ¼ fðu1; . . . ; unÞ : ðu1; . . . ; unÞ Em ðv1; . . . ; vnÞg
and so,
#G^p 6#F p
X
ðv1;...;vnÞ2Gp^
#Iðv1; . . . ; vnÞ:
But, #Iðv1; . . . ; vnÞ6 n! 
P
i6 n jvij. Suppose that a1; . . . ; an are the inputs. Then, Corollary 30
implies that there is a polynomial p such that for each ðv1; . . . ; vnÞ 2 G_p ;
P
i6 n jvij6
n  pðmaxi6 r jaijÞ. We obtain that
#G^p 6#G_p  p0ðmaxi6 r jaijÞ; ð6Þ
where the polynomial is p0ðxÞ ¼ #F p  n!  n  pðxÞ.
Finally, we have
#Gp6#G_p þ #G^p : ð7Þ
Fig. 1. Evaluation of a LMPO program hS; C;F ; E; v;Fi, given a minimal function graph G.
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By combining (4)–(7), we see that the cardinality of G is polynomially bounded in the size of the
inputs. Since each value stored in G has a size bounded by pðmaxi6 r jaijÞ by Corollary 30, we
conclude that the size of G is polynomially bounded in the input size.
Now, say that a description of EVAL is a quadruplet (l;G; t;r) where l is a label of the algo-
rithm of EVAL, G is a MFG, t is a term of T ðC [ F ; vÞ, and r is a store. The computation of EVAL
can be described as a sequence of distinct descriptions, and the runtime is exactly the length of the
sequence. Actually, the length of the description sequence depends on the size of the MFC G
because (i) at each step, the size of G is identical or increasing, (ii) t is a subterm of an equation of
the current LMPO program, and (iii) r assigns values which are subterms of values in G or of the
inputs. Now, we have established that the size of G is bounded by some polynomial in the size of
the inputs. Consequently, we conclude that the evaluation algorithm EVAL terminates within
qðmaxi6 rðjaijÞÞ steps, for some polynomial q. This completes the proof of Theorem 20.
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